


Drapery & Texture

The history of art is full of representations of clothing, costume and 

material. Figurative art has often focused on the way clothing 

stretches and bunches, hangs and flutters, and shapes form. 

Drapery — the depiction of folds of clothing in painting — can be 

used to show movement and express meaning and emotion.

The representation of clothing also allows artists to explore texture. 

The texture of a material might be rough or smooth, coarse or fine, 

heavy or light, shiny or dull, soft to the touch or transparent, or any 

combination of these characteristics.

Some textures also appear as patterns where the artist has repeated 

lines, shapes and colours to suggest the material.

Focus Questions

How would the materials in the paintings 

feel? Pick an item of clothing and write

down three words to describe how you 

think it would feel.

How has the artist suggested the texture of 

the material?

How has the artist used line, shape and 

colour to indicate folds of clothing?

How has clothing changed over time? How 

does the clothing worn by the people in 

these paintings differ to what we wear 

today?



Drapery & Texture

Students are required to move around the exhibition in groups of no more than 6.

Scan QR codes in 

the exhibition to 

access the mobile 

companion site

Goya (Francisco de Goya y 
Lucientes)

José Costa y Bonells (died 

1870), Called Pepito

c.1810

Giovanni di Paolo (Giovanni di 
Paolo di Grazia)

Paradise 1445

Rembrandt (Rembrandt van Rijn)
Flora c.1654

Georges de La Tour

The Fortune-Teller c.1630s

Jean Honoré Fragonard

The Two Sisters c.1769–70

Edgar Degas

Dancers, Pink and Green 

c.1890

https://metgoma.art/artworks/paradise
https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-fortune-teller
https://metgoma.art/artworks/dancers-pink-and-green
https://metgoma.art/artworks/flora
https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-two-sisters
https://metgoma.art/artworks/jose-costa-y-bonells-died-l870-called-pepito


Giovanni di Paolo (Giovanni di 
Paolo di Grazia)
Paradise 1445 

In this painting of Paradise, the young men are dressed in the latest 

fashion, with red or white stockings, extravagant tunics and hats. 

The young women are no less fashionable in their long dresses with 

scalloped edges and heavy headdresses. Other figures include 

Dominican monks and nuns wearing the white and black habits of 

their order.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/paradise
https://metgoma.art/artworks/paradise
https://metgoma.art/artworks/paradise


Georges de La Tour
The Fortune-Teller 
c.1630s

The Fortune-Teller shows a suspicious but 

vulnerable young man being pick-pocketed 

while an old woman tells his fortune. Each 

figure is clothed in a rich array of colours, 

patterns and textures. 

Georges de La Tour appears to take great 

delight in exploring the different textures of 

materials and embroidery. He uses pattern to 

create a sense of the clothing's texture.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-fortune-teller


Rembrandt
(Rembrandt van Rijn)
Flora c.1654

Rembrandt has dressed his model in a great black hat with shiny

leaves and pink flowers, a yellow skirt filled with flowers, and a full-

sleeved blouse that falls into elaborate crinkly folds — painting them 

white, but with touches of pink, blue and green. Flora was the 

ancient Roman goddess of Spring.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/flora
https://metgoma.art/artworks/flora
https://metgoma.art/artworks/flora


Fragonard uses loose, gestural 

brushstrokes to suggest the 

bunching of the girls’ dresses. The 

younger child in the yellow dress 

sits astride a toy horse, while the

older girl pushes her along.

Jean Honoré Fragonard
The Two Sisters c.1769–70

The Two Sisters shows two children playing. The little girls have powdered 

and curled hair, and their pastel dresses are miniature versions of adult 

clothing, as was common at the time. The older girl, who looks directly at the 

viewer, wears a white ruff (a ruffled linen or lace collar) from a costume.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-two-sisters
https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-two-sisters


Goya (Francisco de Goya y 
Lucientes)
José Costa y Bonells (died 1870), 
Called Pepito c.1810

Pepito’s military costume and accessories were probably inspired by the 

uniforms and equipment of soldiers fighting in the Spanish War of 

Independence (1804–18). He wears a bottle-green velvet coat which 

contrasts with the bright white satin of his pants.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/jose-costa-y-bonells-died-l870-called-pepito
https://metgoma.art/artworks/jose-costa-y-bonells-died-l870-called-pepito
https://metgoma.art/artworks/jose-costa-y-bonells-died-l870-called-pepito


Edgar Degas
Dancers, Pink and Green c.1890

Edgar Degas was particularly interested in performance. He loved 

the ballet and often depicted dancers in a variety of different poses. 

In this painting, Degas shows the gestures and movements of a 

group of dancers backstage in the middle of a performance. The 

paint is built up in layers, emphasising colour, movement and 

texture.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/dancers-pink-and-green
https://metgoma.art/artworks/dancers-pink-and-green
https://metgoma.art/artworks/dancers-pink-and-green


Making Activities

1. Using paper, recreate the different textures of materials you can see in

the paintings. You could try folding, scrunching, tearing, cutting, and

weaving. Incorporate this texture into an artwork.

2. In small groups, compose a photograph that explores the effects of

drapery. Experiment using lengths of material and ways of stretching,

bunching and shaping to show movement and express meaning and

emotion.

In Style

Listen to the In Style audio tour to find out more the 

importance of dress throughout history and the meaning of 

clothing and costume.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/by-the-seashore
https://metgoma.art/tours/in-style
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